mendipsupplies.net

For Vets
We source affordable and good quality instruments to allow every large animal vet to readily carry out endoscopy, ultrasonography and more.

Endoscopic Kit:
A Set for Cattle and Sheep
Looking for high quality equipment? Look no further!
We, at Mendip Supplies believe every vet should be able
to carry out an endoscopy on the farm, with the Right Kit
at the Right Price. We have sourced Mendip Supplies
affordable, high quality instruments so every large animal
vet can readily carry out endoscopy, ultrasonography and
more One Kit One Vet

mendipsupplies.net/product/endoscopic-kit-complete

ReproScan XTC
How frustrating is it to spot a problem but, without the Right
Kit at the Right Price in the car boot you can’t be absolutely
sure?
Scan on farm with us, at Mendip Supplies Right Kit at Right
Price large animal endoscopy One Kit One Vet affordable
high-quality kit

mendipsupplies.net/product/reproscan-xtc

Endoscopic Toggles
Looking for high quality equipment? Look no further!
We, at Mendip Supplies believe every vet should be able
to carry out an endoscopy on the farm, with the Right Kit
at the Right Price. We have sourced Mendip Supplies
affordable, high quality instruments so every large animal
vet can readily carry out endoscopy, ultrasonography
and more One Kit One Vet

mendipsupplies.net/product/endoscopic-toggles

mendipsupplies.net

For Farmers
We source affordable and good quality instruments for farmers & foot-trimmers.

Hoof Knife Sharpener
1 of the 7 wonders of the foot-trimming world, as regardless
of how you slice it, dull knives are dangerous!
From cutting vegetables to cutting meat to hoof-trimming
cows’ feet, the overarching principle remains the same. You
shall need a quality knife with fine edge for today’s or next
week’s visit.
A dull knife can bounce and deflect, unfortunately the result
can be catastrophic, bloody hands or even bloody hooves. A
razor sharp hoofcare knife on the other hand, is safer,
controlled with minimal effort and has a longer lifespan.
Counteract the wear and tear on your tools from stones,
sand and dirt with a sander that is easy to haul around.
Touch them up in a minute, set-up easily anywhere where
work takes you. Always sharpen the single-edge knife from
the inside (rounded-side) and use the thin sanding disk to
polish the knife.
In summary, a little and often, only takes a few minutes…

mendipsupplies.net/product/hoof-knife-sharpener

MastDecide Test Kit Incubator
This incubator is top of the range and is the official
complement to the MastDecide on-farm mastitis test.
It maintains a constant temperature of 37 degrees Celsius, in
order for the testing to be carried out.

mendipsupplies.net/product/mastdecide-incubator

MastDecide Test Kit
12 hours later - Reduce antibiotic use and get results onfarm
MastDecide is a reliable milk test for mastitis in dairy
cows and is designed to be carried out on farm.
It is aimed to:
1. Reduce antibiotic use
2. Decrease wasted milk
3. Return results as Gram(+), Gram(-) or No Growth
4. Produce an outcome within 12-14 hours
Consult your vet and farm assurance plan for the best
choice of treatments on different types of mastitis.
You shall also need an egg incubator that maintains a
constant temperature of 37 degrees Celsius, in order for
the testing to be carried out.

mendipsupplies.net/product/mastdecide-test-kit

